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(54)Tiae: OPERATOR INTERFACE FOR A SYSTEM FOR LOCATING CONCEALED UNDERGROUND OBJECTS 

(57)Abstract 

The present invention generally relates to a system for use in determinmg the 
location and orientation of concealed underground objects and, more particularly, 
to an improved locator system having a unique and improved interface with an op- 
erator. In accordance with one embodiment of the invention, a magnetic field detec- 
tor for locating concealed underground objects is provided. <The magnetic field de- 
tector includes a housing (301) having an upper housing portion (302) and a lower 
housing portion (303). A receiver is disposed within said housing for receiving mag- 
netic field signals from the concealed underground objects. A swivel joint (320) cou- 
ples the upper housing portion and the lower housing portion to permit relative rota- 
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OPERATOR INTERFACE FOR A SYSTEM 
FOR LOCATING CONCEALED UNDERGROUND OBJECTS 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present Invention generally relates to a system for use in 

determining the location and orientation of concealed underground 

objects and. more particularly, to an improved locator system having a 

unique and improved Interface with an operator. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The interface between a device and its operator Is an important, 

though sometimes underemphasized, feature of the device. As a device 

includes more operating functions, it becomes increasingly important 

to consider how such a device may be operated and controlled by an 

operator. Improvements are of little value if an operator is unable to 

utilize and implement the improvements. Such inability can result 

from a lack of understanding of how the improved capabilities are used 

or from frustration at previous attempts to utilize these features. 

The present invention relates to devices which are used to 

determine the location and orientation of concealed underground 

conductive objects. Determining the location of such concealed 

objects as underground gas, sewer and water pipes, power cables. acKl 

telephone and CATV cables or conduits Is a necessary prerequisite to 

excavation and/or the laying of new lines, pipes or cables. For 

simplicity, these underground objects are hereinafter referred to as 

underground "lines." In some applications, an underground steerable 

boring tool is utilized to form an underground tunnel through which 

underground lines are subsequently routed. While utilizing the 

steerable boring tool, it is important for an operator to trace or keep 

track of the relative location of the existing underground lines with 

respect to the boring tool, in order to avoid contacting the existing 

lines with the tool. In other applications, a trench is excavated and 
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lines are subsequently placed In the open trench. While excavating 

these trencheSt it Is equally important for an operator to know the 

locations of any existing lines in order to avoid contacting them with 

the zeavating equipment. 

Special-purpose electromagnetic field detector systems* which 

are commonly called '^locators,'* have been used for many years to 

locate and/or trace the path of concealed underground lines. Various 

types of locators exist, but receivers that detect electromagnetic 

signals radiating from either the underground lines or a small 

transmitter located within the boring tool are far the most widely 

used. Such radiated signals are generally produced in two ways: (1) an 

alternating current ^al from an above-ground transmitting source is 

induced into a conductive line thereby generating an electromagnetic 

field around the line; or (2) a signal is radiated from a small transmitter 

either mounted inside a boring tool or positioned within a 

non-conductive line. 

Because locating, distinguishing and tracing multiple, concealed 

underground lines has become increasingly time consuming and costly, 

it would be desirable to provide more flexible locating techniques and 

equipment. An improved locating system is described in commonly 

assigned, copending Application Serial No. 539,851 , entitled **An 

Improved System For Locating Concealed Underground Objects" 

(Attorn^ Docket No. 0173.028338), which application is incorporated 

herein by reference. As discussed above, it would be desirable to 

provide an operator interface which permits an operator to take full 

advantage of the capabilities of this improved system. 

Another aspect of the operator interface reflates to how 

information is presented to the operator. Und^ground boring and line 

tracing is almost wholly dependent on information presented to an 

operator.^ On the ba^ of this information, the operator determines 

where di^ng and boring will be done. Since prior art transmitters and 

receivers for locating systems have generally included a single analog 

meter, only a limited amount of information can be presented to an 

operator. As transmitter locators and receivers become more complex, 

it would be desirable to provide the operator with more information. 
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Furtiiert it would be desirabl to provide this information in a format 

which is easily recognized and understood by the operator. 

The single analog m t r of th prior art also presents a problem 

in determining both the points of maximum and minimum signal. 

Operators of prior art locators typically observe a needle on the meter 

while walking with the locator in their hand while attempting to find 

the place where the signal strength is greatest by a trial and error 

technique. Some locators have a mode where the source is located by a 

null or minimum in signal strength. It is very difficult to detect small 

differences in signal strength since merely moving the locator can 

cause needle movement. Some prior art locators have a loudspeaker or 

earphone through which the operator can hear the signal beii^ 

received. The loudness of the signal is an aid in determining wh&e the 

signal is strongest. However, the ear Is not sensitive to small 

differences in amplitude and thus the above problems with respect to 

the analog meter also occur here. 

The operator interface also relates to the reliability, 

convenience, and overall ease of use of the device. Existing locator 

transmitters and receivers have a number of dtficiencies in these 

areas. Some receivers incorporate a non-metallic pipe structure to 

house the antennas, and these receivers are inherently prone to job-site 

damage. Other receivers have a broad "wand" containing circuitry and 

antennas which provides structural strength but catches the wind and 

makes it difficult for the operator to hold the receiver in a proper 

vertical position on windy days. 

In addition, some existii^ receivers have a first mode to trace 

utility lines and a second mode to track the position of "moles'! or 

underground transmitters. These receivers must be held at an av^ard 

angle by the operator in at least one of the modes of operation. This 

problem results from the fact that the detected magnetic fiekl has a 

different orientation depending on whettier it is produced by a buried 

conductor or an underground transmitter. The antennas in the receiver 

must be held by the operator in a particular orientation relative to the 

magnetic field. If the receiver is constructed to be convenient for use 

in detecting magnetic fields from one type of source, such construction 



wiU be inconvenient for use In detecting (ieUs from the other type of 

source. 
Also, controls on existing prior art transmitters and receivers 

are often difficult to use, requiring the operator to use both hands to 

control and operate the instrument, typically, the operator must turn 
knobs to adjust various instrument settings. In a receiver, for example, 
this is accomplished carrying the receiver in one hand and a«austing the 

setting in the other. This Is both distracting and awlcward for the 

operator. 
iSI^MARY OF TUB mVENTIOy 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to provide 

an improved Interface between an operator and a locator transmitter. 

It is a further object of the present invention to provide an 

improved interface between an operator and a locator receiver. 

It is a further object of the present Invention to provide an 

improved locator transmitter that automatically verifies the proper 

operation of its circuitry. 
It is yet another object of the present invention to provide an 

improved locator transmitter with a high-effidency transmitting 

antenna. 
• It is yet another object of the present invention to provide an 

improved subsurface transmitter with a hlgh^ficiency transmitting 

antenna. 
It is yet another object of the present invention to provide an 

improved locator receiver with a reference magnetic field source. 

It is yet another object of the present invention to provide an 

Improved locator receiver with stored configurations. 

in accordance with the present invention, a magnetic field 

- detector for locating concealed underground objects Is provided. The 

magnetic field detector includes a housing having an, upper housing 

portion and a lower housing portion. A receiver is disposed within said 

housing for receiving magnetic field signals from the concealed 
underground Objects, A swivel joint couples the upper housing portion 

and the lower housing portion to permit relative rotational motion 

therebetween. 
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Also in accordance with the present invention, a locator 

transmitter for outputtlng a s^nal of a predetermined frequency 

suitable for tracing underground lines is provided. The locator 

transmitter comprises an antenna for radiating the signal and a 

selector for selecting the predetermined frequency of the signal. An 

automatic tuner Is coupled to the antenna and the selector for 

automatically tuning the antenna in response to a selected frequency. 

Also in accortlance with the present inventiont a locator 

recover for use by an operator in a system for detecting concealed 

undergroimd objects is provided. The locator receiver comprises a 

detector for detecting electromagnetic signals from a concealed 

underground object and a voltage generator coupled to the detector for 

generating a voltage proportional to the strength of the 

electroma^etic signals from the concealed underground object. A 

pulse generator is coupled to the voltage generator for generating a 

series of pulses whose frequency varies in accordance with the voltage 

generated by the voltage generator. A sound generator is coupled to 

the pulse generator for generating sound whose frequency is 

determined in accordance with the frequency of the pulses. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

A more complete appreciation of the present invention and 

many of the attendant advantages thereof will be readily obtained as 

the invention becomes better understood by reference to the foUowing 

detailed description when considered in connection with the 

accompanying drawings. 

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a transmitter in accordance 

with a first embodiment of the present invention. 

Figure 2 is a side elevational view of the transmitter of Figure 1. 

Figure 3 is a rear view of the transmitter of Figure 1. 

Figure 4 is an enlarged view of the console of the transmitter of 

Figure 1. 
Figures 5(a) and S(b) illustrate accessory cables which may be 

coupled to the transmitter of Figures 1-4. 

Figure 6 is a block diagram of the transmitter of Figure 1. 
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Flgure 7 is a block diagram which illustrates the details of the 

processing circuitry of Figure 6. 

Figure 8 is a simplified schematic diagram of the circuitry 

associated with the microphone push-button and keypad of Figure 7. 

Figure 9 is a block diagram of circuitry associated with speaker 

64 of Figure 6. 

Figure 10 is a schematic diagram of a transmitting antenna for 

use with the transmitter of Figure I. 

Figure 11 is a perspective view of a receiver in accordance with 

an embodiment of the present invention. 

Figure 12 is rear view of the receiver of Figure 11. 

Figure 13 is top plan view of the receiver of Figure 11. 

Figure 14 is an side elevatlonal view of a receiver illustrating 

the details of the receiver console. 

Figure 15 is a side exploded view of a swivel joint of the 

receiver of Figure 11. 

Figure 16 is a perspective view illustrating the rotation of the 

upper housing portion of the receiver relative to the lower housing 

portion. 

Figure 17 is a block diagram of illustrating the components of a 

receiver in accordance with the present invention. 

Figure 18 is a block schematic diagram illustrating the details of 

keypad and power circuitry 426 in Figure 17. 

Figure 19 is an block diagram showing details of linear signal 

processing circuitry 200 in Figure 17 

Figure 20 is a block diagram showing details of audio circuitry 

235 in Figure 17 

Figure 21 illustrates an angle display of the receiver in 

accordance with one embodiment of the invention. 

F^ures 22(a)-22(]) are a flow diagram illustrating the operation 

of the receiver of the present invention. 

Figure 23 is a flow diagram illustrating the operation of the 

transmitter of the present invention. 
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nBTAn.im DBSCMPTIOW OF THE PREFERRED EBiBODIMENTS 

The above-referenced commonly assigned, copending 

AppBcatlon Serial Nos. 539,851 entitled "An improved System For 

Locating Concealed Underground Objects'* (Attorney Docket No. 

0173.028338) and "An Improved System For Locating Multiple 

Concealed Underground Objects" (Attorney DOcket No. 0173.028337) 

contain a complete description of improved locator systems for 

locating undvground objects and the operational details of the 

transmitter and receiver described below may be found therein. These 

operational (tetails wiU be presented below to the extent that they are 

necessary for an understanding of the present invention. 

TRANSMITTER 

First Embodiment 

With reference to Figures 1-4, an improved transmitter in 

accordance with a first embodiment of the present invention for use in 

a locating system will be discussed. Figure 1 is a perspective view of 

transmitter 10. Transmitter 10 includes a transmitter housing 12.* 

Transmitter housing 12 comprises a lower housing portion 15 and an 

upper housing portion 20 which are hingedly coupled by hinges 27a and 

27b. Lower housing portion 15 includes a flared portion 16 best shown 

in Figure 3 which provides stability when the transmitter is disposed on 

a flat surface. Upper housing portion 20 includes a handle 22 so that 

the transmitter may be carried by an operator. Handle 22 is preferably 

configured and dimensioned to accommodate a gloved hand. Lower 

housing portion 15 includes an internal storage area (not shown) for 

accessories. The storage area may be accessed by pivoting upper 

housing portion 20 about hinges 27a and 27b so as to raise upper housing 

portion 20. Latch 25 secures upper housing portion 20 to lower housing 

portion 15. An operator console 28 includes a liquid-crystal display 

(LCD) 35 and control keys 37-40. The details of control keys 37-40 and 

LCD 35 are illustrated in Figure 4. The positioning of the control keys 

and the LCD display relative to handle 22 is shown in Figure 1. Control 

keys 37-40 control the entire operation of the transmitter. Preferably, 

raised outlines are embossed on control keys 37-40 so the control keys 
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can be Identified by touch. Keys 37-40 also preferably actuate snap- 

action switches to provide tactile feedback to an operator. 

LCD 35 and a speaker 42 (See Figure 3) provide information to 

an operator retarding the operating status of transmitter lO. As shown 

in Figure 4, LCD 35 has four seven-segment characters 36-39 which 

may be controlled to display numeric characters and a limited set of 

letters. LCD 35 also includes decimal points 43 and 44. A colon 46 is 

positioned between character 37 and character 38. LCD segment 46a 

may be controlled independently of segment 46b to permit a decimal 

point to be illuminated between character 37 and character 38. 

Briefly, when transmitter 10 is operating, a carrier signal having 

a predetermined frequency is generated by a frequency synthesizer and 

filtered by a digitaUy controlled filter. Processor circuitry provides a 

control signal to an output circuit in order to control the modulation of 

the output signal of the transmitter. An output signal from the output 

circuit is coupled to transmitter output jack 50. A microphone 58 (See 

Figure 6) may be coupled via a cord to microphone Jack 51 so as to 

provide an audio signal to the output circuit which then modulates the 

output carrier signal with the audio signal. Thus, an audio signal, such 

as, for example, a voice signal of an operator may be transmitted along 

with the carrier signal. The output signal of transmitter 10 can be 

coupled in different manners so as to permit tracing of underground 

lines. Output Jack 50 allows one of two types of accessory cables 52,53 

shown in Figures 5a and 5b to be plugged therein. A first accessory 

cable 52 is bifurcated and includes a clip 52a on a first branch for 

direct coupling to a conductor and a clip 52b on a second branch for 

coupling to a ground stake. A second accessory cable 53 includes a 

toroidal clamp 53a which can be disposed and secured around an outer 

surface of a conductor for inducing a signal without direct coupling. A 

ground clip 53b of cable 53 is a safety clip which is coupled to a ground 

stake to protect an operator from shock. 

When an accessory cable is plugged into output Jack 50, the 

transmitter circuitry senses its presence and couples the output signal 

to the plugged4n accessory cable. When an accessory cable is not 

plugged into output Jack 50, an internal antenna (not shown) Is 
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energized for inducing a signal in buried conductors in the vicinity of 

the transmitt r. The decimal point between characters 37 and 38 is 

switched ON if an accessory cable Is plugged into output jack 50 of the 

transmitter 10. 

Referring to Figure 6, transmitter 10 includes processor 

circuitry 61 which is a digital processor and associated circuitry that 

coordinates and controls all functions of transmitter 10. Processor 

circuitry 61 includes micro-controller 71 (Figure 7) that provides 

control signals over control lines to all of the digitally-controlled 

components of transmitter 10. The specific technique of addressing 

individual digital circuit components and transferring data to them is 

well-kno¥m and not shown in detail in the drawings. An operator (not 

shown) inputs commands to transmitter 10 using keypad 62. 

Transmitter 10 communicates information back to the operator using 

liquid-crystal display 35 and speaker 42. Input jack 65 is an auxiliary 

input connection that may be used to couple data in digital form to 

transmitter 10 from an external source such as, for example, a personal 

computer for downloading software to be transmitted to the receiver. 

The carrier signal supplied by transmitter 10 Is generated by 

frequency synthesizer 66 and filtered by digitaUy controlled filter 67. 

Processor circuitry 61 provides a control signal to output circuit 68 in 

order to control the modulation of the output signal of the transmitter. 

An output signal from output circuit 68 is coupled to transmitter output 

jack 50. If no external output cable is connected to output jack SO, the 

output signal is then coupled from output circuit 68 to antenna circuit 

69. Antenna circuit 69 is digitally tuned as discussed in greater detail 

below to maximize the radiated power over a range of output 

frequencies. Microphone 58 provides an audio signal to output circuit 

68, which modulates the output carrier signal with the audio signal. 

Thus, an audio signal such as, for example, a voice signal of an operator 

may be transmitted along with the carrier signal to antennas a 

compatible in receiver. 

Frequency synthesizer 66 produces three output signals under 

the control of processor circuit 61. The three output signals are: TX 

FREQ, which represents the frequency of the carrier signal to be 
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transmitted; FILTER CLK, which is provided to tune digital filter 67; 

and PLL CLK* an Internal PLL (phase-lock loop) signal that is coupled 

back to and monitored by processor circuit 61. The detailed description 

of the structure and operation of frequency synthesizer 66 is disclosed 

in commonly-assigned, copending patent Application Serial No. 

539,616 . entitled "An Improved System For Locating Multiple 

Concealed Underground Objects (Attorney Docket No, 0173.028337)," 

Filter 67 is a digitally controlled filter comprising a dual monolithic 

switehedrcapaeitor filter including two sections vMOx are connected 

in series and configured as bandpass filters. 

The details of transmitter processor circuit 61 are shown in 

Figure 7. Referring to Figure 7, microcontroller 71 comprises a 

processor, read-only memory (ROM), random-access memory (RAM), an 

asynchronous bidirectional serial communications interface (SCI) 

integral with a baud rate generator, a synchronous bidirectional serial 

peripheral Interface (SPI), a timer system, and three input-output ports 

(I/O ports). All of the above-described components may be located oh 

an individual semiconductor chip. In a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention, microcontroller 71 may, for example, comprise a 

Motorola MC68HC705C8 type microcontroUer. Analog-to-digital (A/D) 

converter 112, which may, for example, comprise an 11 channel, 8 bit 

Motorola MC4S040P2 type A/D converter, is connected to 

microcontroller 71 through the microcontroller's bidirectional SPI port. 

Liquid-crystal display 130 is programmed by microcontroller 71 through 

the SPI interface, using the MISO and MOSI serial data Unes of the SPI 

port in microcontroUer 71. A l-MHz clock signal for A/D converter 

112 is provided a 74HC74 type flip-flop circuit 113, which divides 

the microcontroller's cr]^tal-controlled frequency of 2 MHz in half. 

I/O select circuit 114, which may, for example, comprise a 74HC138 

type l-of-8 decoder, generates input/output select signals from the 

signals on three of the I/O port lines of microcontroller 71. 

Programmable timer 115 which may, for example, comprise an 82C54 

type programmable timer, includes three internal programmable 

timers. One internal timer provides a reference frequency signal for 

frequency synthesizer 66, another is utilized in the feedback loop of 
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frequency synthesizer 66, am! the third timer provides th clock signal 

for digitally controlled filter 67. Output latch 117 and control latch 

118 which may, for eicample, comprise two 74HC374 type latches, are 

set by microcontroller 71 to control th functions of transmitter 10. 

OR gate circuit 122 generates an interrupt request (IRQ) which is 

coupled to the interrupt request port of microcontroller 71. 

MicroeontroUer 71 then poUs the inputs to OR gate circuit 122 from 

keypad 62 and a push-to-talk button of the microphone, by using input 

buffer 116 to determine the source of the interrupt request. 

An analog Input signal (battery supply) which is to be measured 

and monitored, is coupled to A/D converter 112, which then provides 

the battery signal in digital form (MISO) to the SPI in microcontroller 

71. However, the present invention is not limited to providing Just a 

battery supply analog input signal. Other analog input signals may be 

provided to A/D converter 112, such as regulated power supply 

voltages, circuit board temperature, and transmitter output voltage and 

output current. As described in more detail below with respect to the 

transmission of information, these analog input signals may be 

transmitted along with the normal carrier signal and monitored by a 

receiver operator at a location remote from the transmitter. The 

ability to monitor these analog signals at a location remote from the 

transmitter is a critical feature of the present invention. For example, 

it is important to monitor the circuit board temperature of a 

subterranean transmitter. A high circuit board temperature may 

indicate overheatiiig with respect to a fluid-assisted boring device if 

the fluid jets are plugged. Also, such overheating may occur with a 

percussion boring device as it is withdrawn from a borehole, since the 

soil heat-sink effect is reduced while withdrawing the tool from a hole 

as compared to the heat-sink effect encountered in forming the hole. 

In such overheated conditions, a conventional subterranean transmitter 

could "melt down** if the drilling were to continue. 

Figure 8 is a simplified schematic diagram of the circuitry 

associated with the microphone push-button and keypad of Figure 7. 

The circuitry illustrated in Figure 8 includes interrupt gating and a 

power control circuit. Microphone push-button 80 has an associated 
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pull-Hp resistor 81. Function key 38 has an associated pull-up resistor 

82. Up-arrow k y 39 has an associated pull*up resistor 83. Down- 

arrow key 37 has an associated pull-up resistor 84. ON/OFF key 40 has 

an associated pull-up resistor 85. Microphone push-button 80 and keys 

37, 38f and 39 are coupled to the inputs of low-active OR gate 86. 

When transmitter 10 Is operating and push-button 80 or one of the keys 

37, 38, or 39 is pressed or actuated tsy an operator, OR gate 86 

generates an interrupt request by pulling line IRQ low. In response to 

the interrupt request, micro-controller 71 polls the lines coupled to 

push button 80 and keys 37, 38, 39 through the input differ 76 to 

determine the source of the interrupt. Micro-controller 71 controls the 

transmitter in accordance with the source of the interrupt as described 

in detail below. 

When transmitter 10 Is ON and the operator presses ON/OFF key 

40, the output of inverter 87 goes high and clocks 4027-type J-K flip- 

flop 88. Since the J and K inputs of fUp-flop 88 are tied high, the 

outputs of flip-flop 88 change state and output not-Q (Q) goes high. 

The high not-Q output inhibits main voltage regulators 89» switching 

OFF power to all transmitter circuitry except to the circuitry shown in 

Figure 8 which is always connected to the battery and to 

micro-controUer 71, which has a separate voltage regulator 90. At the 

same time, the not-Q output of flip-flop 88 which is coupled to one 

input of NAND gate 91 also goes high. Signal POWER ON, which is the 

Q output of flip-flop 88, goes low. The Q output of flip^lop 88 is also 

suppUed to one input of NAND gate 92. A short while later, when 

capacitor 93 has been discharged by resistor 94, the other input of 

NAND gate 91 goes hitfi and thus the output of NAND gate 91 goes low. 

This, pulls the interrupt request line IRQ low through diode 95. In 

response to the interrupt request, micro-controller 71 determines that 

the POWER ON line Is low. Micro-controUer 71 then stores 

configuration information as discussed in greater detail below in its 

internal RAM (see Figure 7) and stops transmitt^ operation to 

conserve power. 

When the output of inverter 87 goes high in response to the 

operator pressing ON/OFF key 40 when transmitter 10 is ON, 4027-type 
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J-K flip-flop 96 is also clocked. Since the J input of flip-flop 96 is tied 

hi^ and the K Input is tied low, the not-Q output stays low and 

micro-controUer v itage regulator 90 continues to operate, maintaining 

the configurati n information stored in the internal RAM of 

micro-controller 71. 

When the operator again presses the ON/OFF key to switch the 

transmitter ON, the outputs of flip-flop 88 again change state, the Q 

output going high and the not-Q output going low. Main voltage 

regulators 89 are ther^y enabled and power is restored to the 

transmitter circuitry. One Input of NAND gate 92 goes high, and a 

short time later, when capacitor 93 has been discharged by resistor 94, 

the other input of NAND gate 92 goes high. The output of NAND gate 

92 pulls the micro-controller RESET line low through diode 97. 

Micro-controUer 71 Is switched ON and restores the previous 

configuration of the transmitter from the information stored in its 

internal RAM. 
To prevent the battery from being completely discharged, 

TLC7721-type low-voltage cutoff 98 resets both flip-flop 88 and flip- 

flop 96 if the battery voltage drops below a predetermined value. This 

switches OFF power to all circuit components except the static CMOS 

components of Figure 5. which draw very little current. 

Figure 9 is a block diagram of circuitry associated with speaker 

64 of Figure 6. Two square-wave signals designated TONE A and TONE 

B are generated in timer 75 of Figure 7. Signals TONE A and TONE B 

are combined in summing amplifier 101 and are supplied to digital level 

control 102, which may be one channel of a TLC7528-type dual 

multiplying digital-to-analog converter. The output of digital level 

control 102 is supplied to one input of analog switch 103. Analog 

switch 103 is controlled by a control line from output latch 78 of Figure 

7. The other input of switch 103 is grounded. The output of switch 103 

is supplied to low-pass filter 104 to remove harmonics from the signal. 

The output of low-pass filter 104 is supplied to speaker 64 of Figure 6. 

Signal TONE A sets the frequency of the beeps sounded by 

speaker 64. Signal TONE B sets the frequency with which the beeps 

are switched ON and OFF. Digital level control 102 sets the volume of 
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th speaker output under the control of micro-controller 7L The 

control input for switch 103 turns th beeps on and off under the 

control of micro-controller 71. 

Interface Between Operator and Transmitter 

Keys 37*40 function to provide a consistent, user-friendly 

interface between transmitter 10 and the operator. The keys are 

marked ON/OFF, Fn, and two arrows: an up-arrow and a down-arrow. 

The ON/OFF key 40 serves to switch power ON and OFF and also 

initiates software functions both when pressed to switch power ON and 

when pressed to switch power OFF. When the ON/OFF key is pressed 

to switch power ON, a Power-On Self-Test (POST) is automaticaUy 

initiated and the previous configuration settings are restored as noted 

above. When the ON/OFF key is pressed again, the current 

configuration settings of the transmitter are saved in RAM of 

micro-controller 71 before power is actually switched OFF. 

The Fn key 38 is a sequential step key. Each time the Fn key is 

pressed, transmitter 10 steps to the next of a sequence of functions. 

The various function steps comprise a loop. That is, when the last 

function is reached, pressing the Fn key steps the transmitter to the 

first function. 

The Up-arrow key 39 and Down-arrow key 37 are used (1) to step 

through the selections within a particular function and (2) to raise and 

lower adjustments such as transmitter output power and frequency. 

Pressing the Fn key following the use of one of the arrow keys returns 

to the first function. 

Transmitter Functions 

The various functions available in the transmitter of the first 

embodiment of the invention will now be described. The first function 

sets the power level of the output signal at output Jack 50. (The power 

level is always the same when the internal antenna is being used.) In 

this function, micro-controller 71 controls LCD 35 to display "PLixx**, 

where xx represents a numeric display of the power level. Ten power 

levels are available, the corresponding displayed numbers being 01 

through 10. Preferably, the power levels are equally spaced. In the 

power level function, the Up-arrow and Down-arrow keys may be used 
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to step through the power level settings. Actuation of the Up-arrow 

key increments the power level and actuation of the Down-arrow key 

decrements the power leveL 
The second function is used for selecting the frequency of the 

output signal. In this function, micro-controller 71 controls LCD 35 to 

display "F-aa", where xx represents a numeric display of the 

approximate frequency In kitohertz. Preferably, four frequencies are 

available, the available frequencies depending on both the local power 

frequency (e.g. 50 Hz or 60 Hz) and on the nominal frequencies 

programmed in the firmware at the time of manufacture- In the 

frequency function, the Up-arrow and the Down-arrow keys may be 

used to step through the available frequencies. Actuation of the Up- 

arrow key steps through the available frequencies in a pre-determined 

sequence and actuation of the Down-arrow key steps through 

frequencies in the reverse sequence. The transmitter returns to the 

power level function when the Fn key Is pressed after an arrow key is 

pressed. 
The third function is used for selecting an ID code as described 

in detail in the above-referenced application entitled "An Improved 

System For Locating Concealed Underground Objects" (Attorney 

Docket No. 0173.028338). ID codes are utilized to identify a unique 

signal of a particular tranismitter. Different ID codes may also be used 

to distinguish between different signals from multiple transmitters or 

different ID codes may be provided simultaneously by multiple outputs 

of a single transmitter. In tWs function, micro-controller ill controls 

LCD 35 to display "Wax", where xx represents a numeric display of the 

selected ID code. In a preferred embodiment, there are 31 ID codes 

available with displayed numbers 01 through 31. Setting the ID code to 

00 disables transmission of an ID code. In the ID code function, the 

Up-arrow and Down-arrow keys may be used to step through the ID 

codes. Actuation of the Up-arrow key increments the ID code number 

and actuation of the Down-arrow key decrements the ID code number. 

Transmitter 10 returns to the power level function when the Fn key is 

pressed af ter an arrow key is pressed. 

Set-UD Mode 
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In adcQtioa to the above operating functions, there is a Setup 

Mode, which Is entered by holding down th Fn key wh n ON/OFF key 

40 is pressed. After the Setup Mode has been entered, pressing the Fn 

key steps through the following setup options. 

The first setup option is auto-shutdown time. Auto-shutdown 

time Is a predetermined length of time from when the last key was 

pressed after which the transmitter will switch itself OFF. If the 

transmitter switches Itself OFF by auto-shutdown, the configuration 

settings are maintained In RAM of micro-controller 71. If, for 

example, the auto-shutdown time is sixty minutes, the transmitter will 

switch Itself OFF sixty minutes after the last key is pressed. In this 

option, micro-controller 71 controls LCD 35 to display "AS:xx*' where 

XX represents the auto-shutdown time in minutes. In a preferred 

embodiment, three selections are programmed including a selection for 

disablii^ auto-shutdown. In this option, the Up-arrow and the 

Down-arrow keys may be used to step through the prc^rammed 

auto-shutdown times. Actuation of the Up-arrow key steps through the 

programmed selections in a predetermined sequence and actuation of 

the Down-arrow key steps through the selections in the reverse 

sequence. Preferably, the programmed times are: 60 minutes (LCD 

display *'AS:60) which is the default selection; 30 minutes (LCD display 

"AS:30); and auto-shutdown disabled (LCD display **AS:d'*). 

The second setup option relates to the transmission of a product 

code along with the subcarrier. This feature is discussed in the 

above-referenced application entitled "An Improved System For 

Locating Concealed Underground Objects" (Attorney Docket No. 

0173.028338). A product code ictentifles a particular type of 

transmitter (e.g. a particular model of above-ground transmitter or a 

subsurface transmitter). A receiver In accordance with the invention 

of the above-referenced application entitled "An Improved System For 

Locating Concealed Underground Objects** (Attorney Docket No. 

0173.028338) Is capable of automatically and optimally configuring 

itself to operate compatibly with the particular type of transmitter. In 

this function, micro-controller 71 controls LCD 35 to display **PC:xx" 

where xx indicates whether the product code feature is enabled or 
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dlsabled. The operator can toggle between two states using the Up- 

arrow key or Down-arrow key: product code disabled (LCD display "PC: 

d-, default selection) and product code enabled (LCD display •'PC:On"). 
The third setup option relates to the local power frequency. As 

discussed in commonly assigned copending AppUcation Serial No. 

539.616 entitled "An Improved System For Locating Multiple 

concealed Underground Objects" (Attorney Docket No. 0173.028337). 

the frequency of the carrier signal maybe chosen to avoid harmonics of 

the local power frequency or noise, in accordance with a preferred 

embodiment, two sets of four frequencies are stored. A first set of 

four frequencies is chosen for a local line frequency of 60 Hz and a 

second set of four frequencies is chosen for a local Une frequency of 50 

HZ. in this option, micro-controUer 71 controls LCD 35 to display 
"LF:xx" where XX is the local line frequency in Hertz. In a preferred 

embodiment, the operator can toggle between the two states by using 

the Up-arrow key or the Down-arrow key: 60 Hz (LCD display "LF:60", 

default for U.SUV.) and 50 Hz (LCD display "LF:50"), 

The fourth setup option relates to service teste which are not 

for operator use. A service test may for example comprise repeated 

execution of the POST set described below. The LCD 35 may be 

incremented for each completed execution. The test may stop on 

detection of an error and. LCD 35 can display the error code. Service 
tests may also be implemented to debug hardware and software. The 

up-arrow key steps through the tests in ascending numeric order and 

the Dowirarrow key steps through the tests in descending order. In a 

preferred embodiment, there are five selections: no diagnostic (LCD 

display "Sd: d"); service diagnostic No. l (LCD display "Sd: l"); service 

diagnostic No. 2 (LCD display "Sd: 2"); service diagnostic No. 3 (LCD 
display "Sd: 8"); and service diagnostic NO. 4 (LCD display "Sd: 4"). The 

selected test is executed when the Fn key is i»essed. 

A fifth option in the Setup Mode relates to storing the selections 

made in the above options and exiting from the program (LCD display 

"End "). Pressing the Up-arrow key or Down-arrow key in this step 

stores the selected setup options in memory and exite to the Power 

Level function. If the Fn key is pressed again instead of one of the 
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arrow k ys, the instruin nt returns to the auto-shutdown time setup 

option. 
When power is switched OFF (but the battery is not removed), 

all the above-described user determined settings and internal 

operational parameters are saved in RAM of micro-controUer 71 as 

described above. When the power is switched ON, the transmitter 

resumes operation utilizing exactly the same settings. When power is 

switched ON, the transmitter performs a comprehensive self-test 

sequence to Insure operational fitness. 

Self Integrity Tests 
At appropriate times during normal operation, transmitter 10 

performs Self-Integrity Tests (SIT) to ensure proper operation. In the 

event the SIT discovers a problem, the operator is notified by means of 

three audio beeps generated by the circuit of Figure 9 and the display 

of "Exxx" on LCD 35, where XXX are numerals. The first two numerical 

digits indicate the identity number of the software module which 

discovered the problem and the third digit is the particular error code. 

The operator must switch the unit OFF and then switch it back ON to 

clear the error condition and resume operation. 

The audio beep signal is generated by micro-controller 71 for 

alerting the operator to the operating conditions of the transmitter. In 

a preferred embodiment, the transmitter sounds a single beep every ten 

seconds to signal the opwator that it is operative. The transmitter 

souncte two beeps upon satisfactory completion of the POST. The 

transmitter sounite three beeps whenever a SIT failure occurs. The 

generation of these audible indicators provides a user-friendly 

indication of the status of the transmitter. The beeps at ten second 

intervals provide positive reinforcement to the operator that the 

transmitter is operating normally. The two beeps upon satisfactory 

completion of the POST Indicates to the operator that the transmitter 

is operating properly upon power-up. Finally, the three beeps instantly 

alert the operator to a transmitter malfunction. 

POST Tests 
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When ON/OFF k y 40 is pressed, a Power On Self Test (POST) is 

automaticaUy initiated. This sequence of tests determines whether 

various components of the transmitter are operational. 
It should be noted that self-Integrity testing is meant to 

encompass both self-integrity testing at appropriate times during 

operation and upon power up, i.e. POST. Thus, POST are self-integrity 

tests commenced upon power up. 
The first of the POST tests Is the LCD test, which blanks LCD 

35 for one second, switches ON aU display segments for one second, and 

then blanks the display. 
The next POST test checks the read-only memory (ROM) of 

micro-controUer 71, which contains the operating program for the 

transmitter. When transmitter 10 is programmed, the complement of 

the sum of all the bytes in memory is stored with the program so the 

byte sum is zero. The test sums all bytes in the ROM of 

micro-controUer 71 and checks that the resulting byte sum is zero. 

The next POST test checks aU bytes of RAM by first reading a 

byte from a particular address and saving it or memory location in a 

register. A hexadecimal VS5" is then written to that address and it is 

read back verify that it is correct. A hex "AA" is similarly written and 

read. Finally, the original byte is written back to the memory location 

from which the original byte was read. 
The next POST test flushes the keystroke buffer and determines 

if any of the keys is stuck. 
The next POST test sets the frequency synthesizer to a 

particular frequency and then measures the generated frequency. The 

measured frequency is then compared with the Intended frequency. 

This test is then repeated for a second frequency. 
The final POST test is a measurement of the battery voltage, 

which is measured with an analog-to-digital converter as described 

above. An error is signaUed if the voltage is below a predetermined 

minimum. Battery power condition is checked during POST and Is 

monitored routinely in the SIT tests. When the battery is low. the 

speaker sounds three beeps and LCD 35 shows "LO BA". Operation 

continues normally. Keying of any key returns the display to normal. 
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If an rror Is detected during POST, the operator is informed by 
three beeps and a display on LCD 35. 

With earlier locator transmitters, th operator had no way to 

ensure the transmitter was functioning correcUy. With the greater 

complexity of digitally eontroUed instruments, there are more 

instrument components which must be checked for proper operation. 

The present invention provides an approach for verifying correct 

operation of the transmitter by programming the transmitter to check 

its own operation, both when the transmitter is switched ON and at 

regular intervals during transmitter operation. This approach assures 

the operator that the transmitter is operating correctly at all times. 

Further, urtien an error occurs during use of the transmitter, the 

operator is promptly informed that a malfunction exists and is given a 

prompt as to where the malfunction has arisen. 

The convenient hinged housing of the transmitter provides a 

storage area for storing accessories and provides ready access to the 

storage area. The consistent usage of the function key and of the 

arrow keys within each function provide a user-friendly quaUty to the 

interface between the operator and the transmitter. This interface is 

further enhanced by the wide variety of information presented on the 

LCD in an easily understood format. 
Transmitter Antenna 

Figure 10 is a schematic diagram of a circuit associated with the 

transmitting antenna of Figure 6. In accordance with this feature of 

the invention, a digitally tuned tank circuit is utilized in the 

transmitting antenna. Transmitting antenna 201 includes a coU with 

one end grounded and three taps 2, 3, and 4. Tap 2 is the input to 

antenna 201, which is coupled to a power amplifier (not shown) through 

capacitor 217. Transient absorber 218 is coupled between Tap 2 and 

ground. Capacitors 204 and 207 are coupled between Tap 3 and a first 

electrode of triac optocouplers 203 and 206, respectively. A second 

electrode of triac optocouplers 203 and 206 is grounded. The 

respective cathodes of optocoupler LEDs 203 and 206 are coupled to 

puU-up resistors 202 and 205 and the respective anodes of optocouplers 

203 and 206 are coupled to the outputs of inverters 219 and 220. 
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Control signals TUNEO and TUNEl are coupled to the inputs of 

inverters 219 and 220. Capacitor 214 and resistor 215 are connected in 

series between tap 1 and tap 4, and bi-directional transient absorber 

216 is also connected between tap 1 and tap 4. 

Capacitors 210 and 213 are coupled between Tap 4 and a first 

electrode of trlac optocouplers 209 and 212, respectively* A second 

electnxle of trlac optocouplers 209 and 212 is grounded. The 

respective cathodes of optocoupler LEDs 209 and 212 are coupled to 

pull-up resistors 208 and 211 and the respective anodes are coupled to 

the outputs of inverters 221 and 222* Control signals TUNE2 and 

TUNES are coupled to the inputs of inverters 221 and 222. 

High efficiency in a transmitting antenna requires a high-Q 

tuned antenna circuit that resonates at the frequency being 

transmitted. Under these conditions the current in the antenna can be 

many times larger than the input current, with a corresponding 

increase in radiated magnetic field intensity. 

When capacitors 204, 207, 210, and 213 are not connected in the 

circuit, the resonant frequency is determined by the inductance of coil 

201 and the capacitance of capacitor 214.' The Q is determined 

principally by the reactive components and the resistance of coil 201 

and resistor 215. Resistor 215 is chosen to limit the maximum Q. 

Ideally, the circuit would be designed to provide a very high Q at 

each frequency to be transmitted. However, the transmitter of this 

invention is capable of transmitting at many different frequencies. 

Thus, a smaller number of tuned frequencies are used, spaced to cover 

the frequency range with the designed bandwidth. 

When a transmitting frequency is selected by the operator, ' 

micro-controller 71 determines which of the possible resonant 

frequencies is appropriate. If it is not the highest frequency (which is 

tuned by capacitor 214), one or more of the four control signals TUNEO, 

TUNEl, TUNE2, and TUNES are set high by the micro-controller. Thus, 

one or more additional capacitors are coupled in parallel with capacitor 

214 in the tuned circuit. For instance, if signal TUNES is set high, the 

output of inverter 222 goes low and triac optocoupler 212 is switched 

ON. Capacitor 213 is then connected across capacitor 214 and coil 201. 
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This lowers the resonant frequency of th   tank circuit. Sine 

capacitors 204 and 207 are coupled to tap 3 rath r than tap 4, the value 

of capacitance required is increased. 

Transient absorber 2i& limits the voltage across the tank to 

prevent damage to the components thereof. Similarly, transient 

absorber 218 protects the power amplifier. 

ThuSt for a given battery current, the power of the radiated 

signal over a wide range of frequencies is increased. Thus, the distance 

at which lines can be traced is increased. The present invention also 

provides the benefit of entirely automatic tuning of the antenna circuit 

after the operator selects a frequency, eliminating any need for an 

operator to tune the transmitting antenna. 

The transmitter operation will be explained with reference to 

the flowchart of Figure 23. After power is switched on (STl) and the 

transmitter is initialized (ST2), a determination is made whether a 

function key is pressed at power-up (ST3). If so, control passes to STlO 

(Set-up Mode). If not, a determination is made whether there is a key 

input (ST4). If a key is pressed, control passes to ST5 where a 

determination is made whether the microphone pushbutton is 

depressed. If so, control passes to ST18. At ST18, an analog command 

code is sent to the receiver and audio modulation is enabled at ST 19. A 

determination is made at ST20 whether the microphone pushbutton is 

continued to be pressed. If so control remains at ST20. If not, control 

passes to ST21 where audio modulation is disabled and then the digital 

command code is sent to the receiver at ST22. Control then returns to 

ST4. If at ST5, the microphone pushbutton is not depressed, control 

passes to ST6. 

At ST6, a determination is made whether the function key is 

pressed. If so, control passes to ST6a where the next function is 

stepped to. Control then returns to ST4. If the function key is not 

pressed at ST6, control passes to ST7 where a determination is made 

whether an arrow key is pressed. If not, control returns to ST4. If so, 

control passes to ST8 where a determination is made as to whether the 

trsansmitter is in power function. If so, control passes to ST23. A 

determination is made at ST23 whether the up key is pressed. If yes, 
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the next higher pow r level is stepped to (ST24). If not, the next 

low^t pow r level is stepped to (ST25). In either case, control then 

returns to ST4. If at ST8, the transmitter is not in the pow r function, 

control passes to ST9. 
At ST9, a determination is made whether the transmitter is in 

frequency function. If so, control passes to ST26 where a 

determination is made as to whether the up key Is pressed. If so, the 

next frequency in the freqpency table is stepped to (ST27). If not, the 

previous frequency is stepped to in the frequency table (ST28). In 

either case, control then returns to ST4. 

If at ST9, the transmitter is not in frequency function, control 

passes to ST29 where a determination is made whether the up key is 

pressed. If so, the ID code is incremented (ST30). If not, the ID code is 

decremented {ST31). A determination is then made whether the ID 

code =0 (ST 32). If not, ID codes are enabled (ST33). If not, ID codes 

are disabled (ST34). Control then returns to ST4. 

If at ST3, the function key Is pressed at power up, control passes 

to STIO. If the function key is pressed (STIO), the next set-up option is 

stepped to (STII). If not, a determination is made whether the arrow 

key is pressed (ST12). If the arrow key is pressed, control passes to 

ST13. If not control returns to STIO. 

At ST 13, a determination is made whether the transmitter is in 

auto-shutdown option. If so, control passes to ST35 where a 

determination is made whether the up key is pressed. If so, the next 

auto-shutdpwn selection is stepped to (ST36). If not, the previous 

auto-shutdown selection is stepped to (ST37). control then returns to 

STIO. 
If the transmitter is not in auto-shutdown option, a 

determination is made whether the transmitter is in product code 

option. If so and the up key is pressed (ST38), product code enabled and 

disabled is toggled (ST39). If so and the up key is not pressed, product 

code enable/disable is toggled. Control then returns to STIO. 

If the transmitter is not in product code option, a determination 

is made whether it is In power frequency option (ST15). If so and the 

up key is pressed (ST41), 50 Hz and 60 Hz are toggled (ST42). If so and 
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the up key is not pressed, 50 Hz and 60 Hz are toggled (ST43). Control 

returns to STIO. 

If the transmitter is not in th pow r frequency option, a 

determination is made whether it is in diagnostic option* If so and the 

up key is preissed (ST44), the next diagnostic is selected (ST45). If so 

and the up key is not pressed, the previous service diagnostic is 

selected (ST46). Control returns to STIO. 

If the transmitter is not in diagnostic mode, the selections are 

stored and control returns to ST4. 

Second Embodiment 

In a second emtxxUment of the present invention, a locator 

transmitter has sik outputs (as compared to the single output of the 

transmitter of the first emtsodiment) for coupling a signal to each of 

several lines that are to be traced. Each signal has a unique ID code to 

distinguish the signals from each other. A locator transmitter in 

accordance with the second embodiment is similar to the locator 

transmitter of the first embodiment of thie present invention. The 

same transmitter housing, keypad, and LCD are utilized. However, the 

transmitter of the second embodiment includes six output Jacks instead 

of one. Each transmitter output is ittentified by a unique ID code as 

described the above-identified Application entitled "An Improved 

System For Locating Multiple Concealed Underground Objects" 

(Attorney Docket No. 0173.028337). Output No. 1 transmits ID code 1, 

output No. 2 tratismits ID code 2, and so forth. 

The six transmitter outputs can each be coupled to underground 

lines in one of two ways. Each output Jack allows two types of 

accessory cables to be plugged therein. A first accessory cable is 

bifurcated and includes a clip on a first branch for direct coupling to a 

conductor and a clip on a second branch for coupling to a ground stake. 

A second accessory cable includes a toroidal clamp which can be 

disposed and secured around an outer surface of a conductor for 

Inducing a signal without direct coupling. The second accessory cable 

also includes a ground clip for coupling to a ground stake. 

Interrupt circuitry associated with the keypad and power control 

circuitry associated with the ON/OFF key are essentially identical to 



the corresponding dreuitry shown in Figure 8 and described abov and 

th discussion will not be repeated h re. 
The four keys function to provide a consist nt. user-friendly 

int rface between the transmitt r and the operator which is very 

similar to the interface described for the first embodiinent. The 

markings on the keys are the same: ON/OFF, Fn, and two arrows: an 

up-arrow and a down-arrow. When the ON/OFF key Is pressed to 

switch power ON, a Power-On SeU-Test (POST) is automaticaUy 

initiated, and then the previous configuration settings are restored. 

When the ON/OFF key is pressed again, the current configuration 

settings of the transmitter are saved in battery-back-up memory before 

power is actually switched OFF. 
The Fn key and the Up-arrow and Down-arrow keys perform in 

the same manner as described above with respect to the first 

embodiment and wiU not be discussed here. 

Transmitter Functions 
The various functions available in the second embodiment are 

virtually identical to those described above with respect to the first 

embodiment and are described below for completeness only. 
The first function sets the power level of the output signal for 

aU six outputs. In tids function, micro-controller 71 controls LCD 35 to 

display "PLax", where XJC represents a numeric display of the power 

level. Ten power levels are available, the corresponding displayed 

numbers being 01 tiux)ugh 10. Preferably, the power levels are equaUy 

spaced although tiie invention is not limited in this respect. In the 

power level function, the up-arrow and Down-arrow keys may be used 

to step through the power level settings. Actuation of the Up-arrow 

key increments the power level and actuation of the Down-arrow key 

decrements the power level. 
The second function is used for selecting tiie frequency of the 

output signal for all six outputs. In tills function, micro-controller 71 

controls LCD 35 to display "F-atx", where xx represents a numeric 

display of the approximate frequency in kilohertz. Preferably, four 

frequencies are available, the available frequencies sapending on both 

tiie local power frequency (e.g. 50 Hz or 60 Hz) and on tiie nominal 
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frequencles programmed In the firmware at th tlm of manufacture. 

In the f requ ncy function, the Up-arrow and Down-arrow k ys may be 

used to step through the available frequencies. Actuation of the Up- 

arrow k y steps through the availabl frequencies in a pre-determined 

sequence and actuation of the Down-arrow key steps through them in 

the reverse sequence. The transmitter returns to the power level 

function when the Fn k^ is pressed after an arrow key is pressed. 

Set-Up Mode 

In addition to the above operating functions, there is a Setup 

Mode, which is entered by holding dovm the Fn key when the ON/OFF 

key is pressed. After the Setup Mode has been entered, pressit^ the Fn 

key st^ through the following setup options. 

The first setup option is auto-shutdown time. Auto-shutdown 

time is a predetermined length of time from when the last key was 

pressed after which the transmitter will switch itself OFF. If the 

transmitter switches itself OFF by auto-shutdown, the configuration 

settings are maintained in RAM of micro-controller 71. If, for 

example, the auto-shutdown time is sixty minutes, the transmitter will 

switch itself OFF sixty minutes after the last key is pressed. In this 

option, micro-controller 71 controls LCD 35 to display "AS:xx" where 

XX represents tiie auto-shutdown time in minutes. In a preferred 

embodiment, three selections are programmed including a selection for 

disabling auto-shutdown. In this option, the Up-arrow and the 

Down-arrow keys may be used to step through the programmed 

auto-shutdown times. Actuation of the Up-arrow key steps through the 

programmed selections in a predetermined sequence and actuation of 

the Down-arrow key steps through the selections in the reverse 

sequence. Preferably, the programmed times are: 60 minutes (LCD 

display "AS:60) which is the default selection; 30 minutes (LCD display 

'<AS:30); and autb-shutdown disabled (LCD display "AS:d"). 

The second setup option is transmission of a product code. The 

transmitter can transmit a code on each output to inform a receiver of 

the type of transmitter that Is sending the signal. This feature is 

discussed in the above-identified application entitled "An Improved 

System For Locating Concealed Underground Objects." A product code 
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Identifies a particular type of transmitter (e.g. a particular model of 

above-ground transmitter or a subsurface transmitter). A receiver in 

accordance with the invention of the above-id ntifled application 

entitied *'An Improved Syst m For Locating Concealed Underground 

Objects** Is capable of automatically and optimally configuring itself to 

operate compatibly with the particular type of transmitter. In this 

function, micro-controller 71 controls LCD 35 to display *'PC:xx** where 

XX indicates whether the product code feature is enabled or disabled. 

The operator can toggle between two states using the Up-arrow key or 

Down-arrow key: product code disabled (LCD display '*PC: d**« default 

selection) and product code enabled (LCD display **PC:On**). 

The third setup option is local power frequency. As discussed in 

commonly assigned copending Application Serial No. . the 

frequency of the carrier signal may be chosen to avoid harmonics of 

the local power frequency or local noise. In accordance with a 

preferred embodiment, two sets of four frequencies are stored. A first 

set of four frequencies is chosen for a local line frequency of 60 Hz and 

a second set of four frequencies is chosen for a local line frequency of 

50 Hz. m this option, micro-controller 71 controls LCD 35 to display 

"LFrxx** where xx is the tocal line frequency in Hertz. In a preferred 

embodiment, the operator can toggle between the two states by using 

the Up-arrow key or the Down-arrow key: 60 Hz (LCD display "LF:60", 

default for U.S.A.) and 50 Hz (LCD display **LF:50"). 

The fourth setup option relates to service tests which are 

generally not for operator use. A service test may, for example, 

comprise repeated execution of the POST set. LCD 35 may be 

incremented for each completed execution. The test may stop when an 

error is detected and LCD 35 may display an error code. Service tests 

may also be implemented to debug hardware and software. 

The Up-arrow key steps through the tests in ascending numeric order 

and the Down-arrow key steps through the tests in descending order. 

In a preferred embodiment, there are five selections: no diagnostic 

(LCD display *'Sd: d"); service diagnostic No. 1 (LCD display "Sd: 1"); 

service diagnostic No. 2 (LCD display "Sd: 2"); service diagnostic No. 3 

(LCD display "Sd: 3*<); and service diagnostic No. 4 (LCD display "Sd: 



4**)*   Th  selected test is executed when the Fn key is pressed. 

A fifth option In the S tup Mode relates to storing th selections 

and exiting th program (LCD display "End Pressing the Up-arrow 

key or Down-arrow k y in this option stores the selected setup options 

in memory and exits to the Power Level functlbh. If the Fn key is 

pressed again Instead of one of the arrow k^, the Instrument returns 

to the auto-shutdown time setup option. 

When power is switched OFF (bit the battery is not removed), 

all user determined settings and internal operational parameters are 

saved in memory. When the power is switched ON, the transmitter 

resumes operation utilizing exactly the same settings. When power is 

switched ON again, the transmitter performs a eompr^enslve self-test 

sequence to insure operational fitness. 

Self-Integrity Tests 

At appropriate times during normal operation, the transmitter 

performs Self-Integrity Tests (SIT) to ensure proper operation. In the 

event the SIT discovers a protslem, the operator is notified by means of 

three audio beeps and the display of "Exxx** on the LCD. The first two 

numerical digits indicate the identity number of the software module 

which discovered the problem and the third digit is the particular error 

code. The operator must switch the unit OFF and then switch it back 

ON to clear the error condition and resume operation. 

The audio beep signal is generated by micro-controller 71 for 

alerting the operator to special conditions. The transmitter sounds a 

single beep every 10 seconds to signal the operator that it is operative. 

The transmitter sounds two beeps upon satisfactory completion of the 

POST. The transmitter sounds three beeps whenever a SIT failure 

occurs. 

POST 

The POST tests for the second embodiment of the present 

invention are similar to those for the first embodiment. 

Third Embodiment 

In a third embodiment of the present invention, a locator 

transmitter has six outputs for coupling signals having a unique 

frequency to each of several lines that are to be traced. The 
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transmltter of the third embodiment is virtually Identieal to the first 

and second embodiments of the present invention. 

The six transmitter outputs can be coupled to underpt>und lines 

in on of two ways. Each output jack allows two types of accessory 

cables to be plugged, therein. A first accessory cable is bifurcated and 

includes a cUp on a first branch for direct coupling to a conductor and 

a clip on a second branch for coupling to a ground stake. A second 

accessory cable includes a toroidal clamp which can be disposed and 

secured around an outer surface of a conductor for inducing a signal 

without direct coupling. The second accessory cable includes a ground 

clip which may be coupled to a ground stake. 

Interrupt circuitry associated with the keypad and power control 

circuitry associated with the ON/OFF key are essentially identical to 

the corresponding circuitry shown in Figure 8 and described above and 

the discussion will not be repeated here. 

The four keys function to provide a consistent, user-friendly 

interface between the transmitter and the operator which is essentially 

identical to the interface described for the second embodiment. 

Frequency selection appears the same to the operator as the 

frequency selection in. the first and second embodiments. The LCD 

displays "F-ixx", where xx represents a numeric display of the 

approximate frequency in kilohertz. Four nominal frequencies are 

available. The six actual frequencies for the six outputs are selected 

automatically by the transmitter, as described in commonly assigned 

copending Application Serial No. 539,616, entitled ^'An Improved 

System For Locating Multiple Concealed Underground Objects'* 

(Attorney Docket No. 0173.028337) and are closely grouped around the 

nominal frequency. The exact frequencies selected depend both on the 

local power frequency and on the nominal frequencies programmed in 

the firmware at the time of manufacture. 

RECEIVER 

A receiver in accordance with the present invention is 

illustrated in Figures 11-14. Receiver 300 includes a receiver housing 

301. Receiver housing 301 comprises an upper housing portion 302 and 

a lower housing portion 303. Antennas 304^ 305, and 306 are disposed 
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within lower housing portion 303 as illustrated in Figure 14. Antennas 

304, 305i and 306 detect signals from underground sources such as 

underground lines or underground transmitters. As discussed in greater 

detail below, upper housing portion 302 and lower housing portion 303 

may be selectively rotated relative to one another about a vertical axis 

to facilitate the orienution of antennas 304, 305, and 306 in 

accordance with the type of electromagnetic source being detected 

whUe affording comfort for an operator carrying the receiver. Upper 

housing portion 302 inductes a console 307 and a handle 308 for 

carrying the receiver. As illustrated, console 307 and handle 308 are 

preferably slightly angled upwardly away from the operator for 

comfort and enhanced viewing of the display. Handle 308 is preferably 

configured and dimensioned to accommodate a gloved hand. Console 

307 Includes a display 310 and control keys 311-316. Lower housing 

portion 303 includes a cut-out portion 317 which serves to reduce the 

wind resistance of the receiver. Cut-out portion 317 reduces the 

external surf ace area of the receiver and allows the operator to better 

orient the receiver on windy days and maintain the receiver in the 

proper position. However, this reduced wind resistance does not 

compromise the structural strength of the receiver. 

Figure 14 illustrates in greater detail the console 307 of the 

receiver of the present invention. Control keys 311-316 control all 

functions and operation of the receiver. This provides enhanced 

control for an operator since receiver 300 is entirely controllable by 

the thumb of the hand that is holding or carrying receiver 300. 

Preferably, raised outlines are embossed on the control keys so the 

control keys may be identified by touch. Keys 311-316 also preferably 

activate snap-action switches to provide tactile feedback to an 

op^ator. Console 307 also includes a liquid crystal display (LCD) 319 

which displays the various receiver modes and settings, as well as other 

indicia such as signal strength. 

Swivel Joint 

As noted above, upper housing portion 302 is coupled to lower 

housing portion 303 so as to permit relative rotation of these portions 

in order to promote convenient orientation of the antennas. In a 
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preferred embocttinent, this is accomplished by the provision of a 

swiv 1 Joint. Swivel Joint 320 in accordance with the present invention 

is illustrated in Figure 15. The swivel Joint overcomes the problem of 

an operator having to hold the receiver in an awkward position in at 

least operating mode if the receiver is designed to trace both 

underground lines and underground moles having transmitters mounted 

therein. The magnetic field generated by an underground conductor is 

radial and unipolar. However, the magnetic field generated by an 

underground transmitter is axial and bipolar. The swivel Joint of the 

present invention overcomes the difficulty associated with orienting 

the antennas of the receiver to properly detect signals from each of 

these underground sources. 
Upper housii^ portion 302 and lower housing portion 303 are 

provided with respective corresponding mating portions 321 and 322. 

Although the configuration of these corresponding mating portions 

have the appearance of being threads* corresponding mating portions 

321 and 322 have no pitch or lead. As best shown in Figure 12, lower 

housing portion 303 includes two sections 303a and 303b which are 

secured when assembled to form portion 303. Sections 303a and 303b 

are assembled such that the two halves of mating portion 322 entrap or 

surround mating portion 321. A friction fit between matii^ portions fit 

321 and 322 is preferably provided to aid in maintaining the relative 

position of upper housing portion 302 to lower hou^ portion 303 

when these portions are rotated relative to each other. As illustrated 

in Figure 16, the rotation of the lower housing portion relative to the 

upper housing portion allows access to a battery compartment 325. 

Preferably, the rotation is limited to i 90' to accommodate either a 

right or left-handed operator without undue stress on the 

interconnecting internal wiring of the upper and lower housing 

portions. Any amount of rotation within this range may be effected to 

suit the hand/arm comfort of the operator. The principle purpose of 

this feature is to orient the receiver coils (antenna) properly with 

respect to a line being traced while simultaneously permitting an 

operator to hold the receiver in comfortable position. 
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The feel f the receiver of the invention is one of balance and 

easy movement. The main reason is that the center of gravity is 

dlrecUy uiider the handle and high, close to the handle, making It easy 

to swing and turn the wand. This Is achieved by mounting the battery 

as high as possible and locating the components^for propec balance. 

The cut-out shape of the wand also contributes to the feel by making It 

easy to move the wand through the air. 

The controls of the receiver as illustrated in Figure 14 are 

convenient for one-handed operation since six keys 311-316 control aU 

functions of the receiver. The location, size and shape of these keys 

are designed for operation by the thumb of the hand that Is holding 

receiver 300. The operator is informed about the various receiver 

modes and settings, as weu as toe slgoal strength, through the Uquid- 

crystal display (LCD) 310. 
Speaker 318 and LCD 319 provide information to an operator 

regarding the status of receiver 300. As shown in Figure 14 LCD 319 

includes numeric display 378 having four seven segment, numeric 

characters 380-383 for dlspla^^ various numeric quaUties such as 

signal strength, frequency, and error codes. LCD 319 further includes 

alphanumeric display 379 having three alphanumeric characters 

384-386 for displaying messages to the operator. Multi-segment bar 

^ graphs 387 and 388 graphlcaUy display information such as gain setting 

and signal strength. A roU angle of an underground boring tool, as 
discussed in greater detail In commonly assigned copending Application 

Serial Nos. 539.699 . entitled "Angle Sensor For A Steerable Boring 

Tool" (Attorney Docket No. 0173.029579) and "Angle Sensor Using . 

Thermal Conductivity For A Steerable Boring Tool" (Attorney Docket 

No. 0173.029578), both of which are incorporated h«^ by reference, 

may be displayed on compass rose 389. The direction to a signal source 
may also be dlsptoyed on compass rose 389. The various operating and 

non-operating states of receiver 200. 

The six keys 100-105 function to provide a consistent, user- 

friendly interface between the receiver and the operator. The ON/OFF 

key 301 does not merely switch power ON and OFF, but inltUtes 

software functions both when pressed to switch power OH and when 
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pressed to switch power OFF. Wh n ON/OFF key 311 Js pressed to 

switch power ON, a Pow r-ON Self Test, described in greater d taU 

below, is automatieaUy initiated. When ON/OFF key 311 is pressed 

again, the current configuration settings of the receiver are saved as 
described below before power Is actuauy switched OFF. 

Mode key 312 sequentially steps through the six modes of the 

receiver. These comprise five operating modes - Power Mode, Active 

Mode, Beacon Mode, Radio-Wide Band Mode, and Radio-Narrow Band 

Mode - and a Setup Mode. As noted above, a triangular pointer is 

illuminated on display 319 to inform an operator which mode the 

receiver is currently in. With reference to Figure 14, triangular 

pointer 393 Informs the operator that the receiver is in Power Mode. 

Function key 316 sequentially steps through various functions in 

the selected mode. These functions are not identical from mode to 

mode, but certain of them are the same tor all operating modes. These 

include the Operatli* Function, which is always selected when a new 

operating mode is entered, the Antenna Function, which aUows 

selection of an antenna configuration, and the Volume Function, which 

allows adjustment of speaker volume. 

Up-arrow key 314 and Down-arrow key 313 are used to step 

through selections within functions and raise and lower at^ustments 

such as receiver gain and speaker volume. 

Depth key 3li is used for measuring the depth of underground 

conductors or transmitters, and also for certain special functions. 

Figure 17 Is an electrical block diagram of the circuitry of 

receiver 300. Processor circuitry 410 coordinates and controls all 

functions and operation of the receiver. The operator (not shown) of 

recover 300 supplies commands or instructions to the receiver using 

keypad 425. Keypad and power circuitiy 426 interfaces between the 

keypad and the processor circuitry and switches receiver power ON and 

OFF. Receiver 300 provides information to the operator tiirough 

Uquld-crystal display 319 and speaker 318. Alternatively, audio 

information may be provided to the operator tiirough earphones. Audio 

circuitry 435 generates signals for speaker 318 and controls the volume 

of the speaker.   The magnetic component of the radiated 
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eleetromagn tic field is detected by antennas 490. The detected signal 

is amplified and filtered by linear signal processing circuitry 430 and 

dowi^-converted to an intermediate frequency by frequ ncy converter 

480. Frequency synthesizer 450 generates various frequencies needed 

for down-conversion and for tuning the various filters. 

Figure 18 is a block diagram illustrating the details of keypad 

and power circuitry 426 in Figure 17, Individual lines from each of the 

keys of keypad 425 in F^ure 12 are coupled to de-bounce network 408. 

Debounce network 408 includes pull-up resistors and RC integrators. 

The output lines from debounce network 408t with the exception of the 

line originatii^ with the ON/OFF key, go to 74HC14-type Schmitt 

trigger inverters 409. The output lines from inverters 409 go to 

74HC174-type first latch 411. On the positive transition of the module 

dock signalt the states of the output lines from inverters 409 are 

latched in first latch 411. At the same time, the previous states of 

first latch 411 are latched in 74HC174-type second latch 412. The 

contents of both first latch 411 and second latch 412 are supplied to 

74HC688-type equality detector 413. If the states of first latch 411 and 

second latch 412 are not identical, equality detector 413 sends an 

interrupt request to processor circuitry 410 in Figure 12. The states of 

first latch 411 are also supplied to the parallel inputs of 74HC165-type 

parallel-in/serial-out shift register 414. When the processor circuitry 

sends serial data clock pulses to shift register 414, the states of first 

latch 411 are clocked out as serial data and are supplied to the serial 

peripheral interf ace of the processor circuitry. 

The line from the ON/OFF key is coupled through inverters 405 

and 406 to low-active OR-gate 402. The output of OR-gate 402 is 

supplied to J-K flip-flop 403. FUp-flop 403 is wired so that it toggles " 

on each positive transition of its clock input, alternately inhibiting and 

enabling main voltage regulators 404. Another voltage regulator (not 

shown) runs at all times, maintaining data in the internal RAM of the 

.micro-controller (not shown). 

To prevent the battery from being completely discharged, 

TLC770lI-type low-voltage cut-off 407 resets flip-flop 403 if the 

voltage drops below a predetermined value. This shuts off power to 
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everything except the static CMOS components associated with the 

ON/OFF key, which draw very little current, and the voltage regulator 

for the internal RAM of the micro-controller. 

Referring to Figure 19, th magnetic component of the 

electromagnetic field radiated from an underground line (generated by 

transmitter 100) In accordance with the present invention is detected 

by antennas 501-503 in antenna circuit 290, The detected signals from 

antenna circuit 290 are then amplified and filtered within linear signal 

processor circuit 260. The fUtered output signal from Unear signal 

processor circuit 260 Is then down-converted to an intermediate 

frequency (IF) signal by frequency converter 280. Frequency 

synthesizer 250 provides the signals utiUzed for the down-conversion 

process in converter 280 and also for tuning the various filters in 

processor circuit 260. 
Referring again to Figure 19, antennas 501, 502 and 503 are 

essentially identical In <teslgn, but the connections of antenna 501 are 

reversed with respect to the connections of antenna 502 so as to 

produce a signal from antenna 501 which is out of phase with the signal 

from antenna 502 (assuming a common mocte magnetic field for both 

antennas). The signal response of each antenna Is tuned or attenuated 

by respective antenna tuning and level control circuits 504, 505 and 

506. The balanced outputs of antenna circuits 504, 505 and 506 are 

then coupled to the inputs of high gain differential amplifier circuits 

507,508 and 509, respectively. Differential amplifiers 507, 508 and 509 

each comprise, a combination of MC33078 and MC33172 types 

operational amplifiers. The signals at the single-ended outputs of 

differential amplifiers 507, 508 and 509 are labeled UPPER, LOWER 

and VERTICAL, respectively. The UPPER and LOWER signals from 

differential amplifiers 507 and 508 are coupled to amplifier 510, which 

comprises an MC33172 type operational amplifier. Amplifier 510 

algebraically combines the UPPER and LOWER signals to produce the 

sum of their signals. Since the UPPER and LOWER signals are 180 

degrees out of phase^ the summing operation actually provides a 

difference signal, labeled DIFFERENCE. 
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Tbere are two channels in th signal processing circuitry, 

Channel A and Channel with similar circuitry in each. The signals 

UPPER and LOWER from differential amplifiers 507 and 508, 

DIFFERENCE from amplifier 510, and VERTICAL from differential 

amplifier 509 ar coupled to the inputs of multiplexers 512 and 513, 

which comprise 4051 type 8-channel analog multiplexers. Each 

multiplexer 512 and 513 provides one output signal which is selected 

from the plurality of input signals by microcontroller 550, as will be 

explained further below. The output signal from multiplexer 512 is 

coupled to the first stage of signal processing channel A, while the 

output signal from multiplexer 513 is coupled to channel B. The 

selected signals for channels A and B are coupled to pre-filters 514 and 

515, each of which comprises two sections of an MC33172 type dual 

operational amplifier. The resulting filtered signals are then coupled to 

digital gain controls 516 and 517, respectively. Each of digital gain 

controls 516 and 517 comprises one section of a TLC7528 type 

multiplying D/A converter. The outputs of digital gain controls 516 and 

517 are coupled to respective amplifiers 518 and 519, which comprise 

MC33172 type operational amplifiers. The outputs of amplifiers 518 

and 519 are coupled to digital gain controls 526 and 527, respectively, 

each of which comprises one section of a TLC7528 multiplying D/A 

converter. The outputs of digital gain controls 526 and 527 are coupled 

to respective amplifiers 528 and 529, which comprise MC33172 type 

operational amplifiers. The outputs of amplifiers 528 and 529 are 

connected to level detectors 520 and 521, respectively. Level 

detectors 520 and 521 allow microcontroller 550 to monitor the output 

signal levels of amplifiers 528 and 529, respectively. Level detectors 

520 and 521 comprise passive components normally utilized in a 

conventional peak detector. 

Main filters 522 and 523 comprise LMFIOOC type switched- 

capacitor filters including two bandpass sections connected in cascade. 

Switches 524 and 525 bypass or include a respective main filter 522 or 

523. Each switch comprises one section of a 4053 type triple 2-channel 

analog multiplexer, vMch is separately controlled by microcontroller 

550.   A single control line (not shown) from microcontroller 550 
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swltches the Q of both sections of filters 522 and 523 between two sets 

of predetermined values. 

Th outputs of switches 524 and 525 are coupled to respective 

amplifiers 530 and 531, each of which comprises both sections of an 

MC33172 type dual operational amplifier connected in cascade. Level 

detector 532, which comprises one section of an LM393 type 

comparator, Is connected to the output of amplifier 530 in channel A. 

Level detector 532 outputs a lc«ic signal to microcontroUer 550 that 

goes low when the signal in Channel A exceeds a predetermined 

threshold. 
The outputs of amplifiers 530 and 531 are coupled to respective 

frequency converters 533 and 534. Each frequency converter 

comprises an MC33172 type operational amplifier connected as an 

inverter and one section of a 4053 type triple 2-channel analog 

multiplexer, which switches between an inverted and un-inverted 

signal at a rate set by frequency synthesizer 250. The outputs of 

frequency converters 533 and 534 are coupled to respective. anti- 

aliasing filters 535 and 536. FUters 535 and 536 comprise simple RC 

integrators whose time constants can be changed. 

The output of filter 535 is coupled to post-filter 538 and one 

input of switch 537. The output of filter 536 is coupled to the second 

input of switch 537. Switch 537 comprises one section of a 4053 type 

triple 2-channel analog multiplexer. Under the control of 

microcontroUer 550, switch 537 couples either the channel A or 

channel B signal to post-filter 539. Post-fUters 538 and 539 comprise 

MF5 type switched-capacitor fUters that provide both a lowpass and 

bandpass output. The dual outputs from each of post-filters 538 and 

539 are coupled to the dual inputs of switches 540 and 541, 

respectively. Each of switches 540 and 541 comprise one section of a 

4053 type triple 2-channel analog multiplexer. Under the control of 

microcontroller 550, switches 540 and 541 select either the lowpass or 

bandpass output from respective post-filters 538 and 539. The control 

lines from microcontroller 550 that control switches 540 and 541 also 

control the separate Q of post-fUters 538 and 539 by switching between 

two predetermined values of Q for each post-filter. 
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The respectiv outputs of switches 540 and 541 are coupled to 

precision rectifiers 542 and 544. Each precision rectifier comprises an 

MC33172 type dual amplifi r, wherein one section is utilized as th 

primary rectifier and the second section buffers the output. The 

outputs of precision rectifiers 542 and 544 are coupled to respective 

signal averaging circuits 546 and 548, in which each signal averaging 

circuit comprises one section of an MC33172 type operational 

amplifier. The output of precision rectifier 542 is also connected to an 
input of switch 545. 

The output of switch 540 is also coupled to the inputs of switch 

545. Switch 545, which comprises one section of a 4053 type triple 2- 

channel analog multiplexer, selects either the output of switch 540 or 

the output of precision rectifier 542 to provide the AM audio signal. 

The input of digital data detector 547 is connected to the output of 

precision rectifier 544. The output from digital data detector 547 is 

coupled to the data input of the SCI of microcontroller 550. 

MicrocontroUer 550 comprises a Motorola MC68HC11A8 type 

microcontrouer, which includes an 8-channel analog multiplexer, an 

A/D converter, an asynchronous SCI, a synchronous SPI, and a timer 

system. MicrocontroUer 550 also includes electrically erasable and 

programmabfe memory (EEPROM) and RAM. Anaic^ multiplexer 560 

selects one of the output signals from level detectors 520 and 521, or 

from signal averaging circuits 546 and 548. The selected analog signal 

from analog multiplexer 560 is coupled to A/D converter 562. 

converted to a digital signal, and input to processor 564. 

A precise reference voltage produced in support and control 

circuitry 551 goes to one input of switch 560, vtlaieh Is one section of a 

4053 triple 2-channel analog multiplexer. The other input is grounded. 

Tlie switch is controlled by signal SIT SIGNAL, which is generated in 

frequency synthesizer 552. The output of switch 560 is a square wave 

of precise ampUtude, with a frequency that is a sub-multiple of 4 MHz 

as determined by the programming of a counter in frequency 

synthesizer 552. This square wave goes to a voltage divider composed 

of resistors. 561, 562 and 563. Analog multiplexer 564, which is a 4053 

triple 2-channel analog multiplexer with the sections interconnected. 
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seleets the full amplitude of tb square wav or one of two lower 

amplitudes provided by the voltage divid r as the input for amplifier 

565r which is an MC33172. The amplifier output goes to coil 566, which 

radiates a low-amplitude electromagn tic field. This field can be 

detected by the antennas of the receiver, and is used to test receiver 

performance in one of the receiver's self-integrity tests. 

Figure 20 is a block diagram showing details of audio circuitry 

235 in Figure 17. Signals AM AUDIO and FM AUDIO are inputs from 

the linear signal processing circuitry of Figure 14. Clock signal 3.9 

KHZ is an input from frequency synthesizer 250 of Figure 12. 

Signal FM AUDIO goes to click generator 620. The output of 

click generator 620, labelled CLICK SIGNAL in Figure 15, goes to 

digital level control 621, which is one section of a TLC7528-type dual 

multiplying digital-to-analog converter. Signal AM AUDIO goes to 

digital level control 622, which is the second section of a TLC7528-type 

dual multiplying digital-to-analog converter. The outputs of digital 

level controls 621 and 622 are coupled together and go to MC34119- 

type audio amplifier 623. The output of amplifier 623 goes to speaker 

240 in Figure 12. 
Digital level controls 621 and 622 are controlled by processor 

circuitry 210 in Figure 12, using a data bus and addressing connections 

(not shown). A control line from processor circuitry 210 also enables or 

disables amplifier 623. 
The FM AUDIO input to click generator 620 goes through 

resistor 625 to the non-inverting input of TLC27L2-type operational 

amplifier 629. Resistors 626 and 627 go from the non-inverting input 

of amplifier 629 to voltage +V and ground, respectively. The output of 

amplifier 629 goes to the D input of 74HC74-type flip-flop 630. Signal 

3.9 KHZ, which comes from frequency synthesizer 250 in Figure 12, 

goes to the clock input of flip-flop 630. The Q output of flip-flop 630 

goes throu^ the combination of diode 631 and resistors 632 and 633 to 

the inverting input of amplifier 629. Capacitor 634 goes from the 

inverting input of amplifier 629 to ground. The not-Q output of flip- 

flop 630 goes to the clock input of 74HC74-type flip-flop 635. The not- 
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Q output of flip-flop 635 goes to th D input of flip-flop 635 and is also 

output CLICK SIGNAL. 

Signal FM AUDIO is a voltage that rises with increasing signal 

strength. The output of click generator 620, CLICK SIGNAL, is a series 

of pulses that increase in frequency with an increase in signal FM 

AUDIO. The output of click generator 620 goes to the reference 

voltage input of digital level control 621, and modulates the output of 

level control 621. Processor circuitry 210 programs digital level 

control 621 to produce the desired output amplitude. 

Signal AM AUDIO is an audio signal representing mofdulation on 

the received radio-frequency signal. It goes to the reference voltage 

input of digital level control 622, and modulates the output of level 

control 622. Processor circuitry 210 programs digital level control 622 

to produce the desired output amplitude. The sum of the outputs of 

digital level controls 621 and 622 is amplified by audio amplifier 623. 

Either of the two digital level controls 621 and 622 may be programmed 

to produce no output, thus disabling the corresponding signal, or both 

types of signals may be amplified and go to speaker 240 simultaneously, 

as (tescribed below. 

The operation of click generator 620 can be understood in terms 

of charging and dischargii^ capacitor 634. If the non-inverting input 

of amplifier 629 is more, positive than the inverting input, which is 

connected to capacitor 634, the output of amplifier 629 goes high. A 

small amount of hysteresis is provided by positive feedback through 

resistor 628. At the next positive transition of input signal 3.9 KHZ, 

the Q output of flip-flop 630 goes high. Capacitor 634 is charged 

through resistor 632 and diode 631, and the inverting input of amplifier 

629 becomes more positive than the non-inverting input. The output of 

amplifier 629 goes low, and at the next positive transition of signal 3.9 

KHZ the Q output of flip-flop 630 goes low. Resistor 633 is much 

larger in value than resistor 632, and diode 631 blocks current flow 

through resistor 632, so capacitor 634 discharges much more slowly 

than it charged. The length of time it takes to discharge to the point 

where the non-inverting input of amplifier 629 is again more positive 

than the inverting input depends on input level FM AUDIO. It will be 
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seen that tbere Is a minimum time between changes in the Q output of 

flip- flop 635, which is the period f signal 3.9 KHZ. but ther is no 

maximum tim . Th asymmetric output of flip-flop 630 is converted t 

a square wave of half the frequency by flip-flop 635, which toggles on 

each positive trandtion of the not-Q output of flip-flop 630, producing 

output CLICK SIGNAL. 
As discussed above, operators of prior art locators generally 

utilize the needle of a signal strength meter on the locator while 

walking to to find the place of greatest signal strength by trial and 

error. Some prior art locators also have an operating mode in which 

the source is located by a null or minimum in signal strength. 

However, in these prior art devices, it is sometimes difficult to detect 

small differences in signal strength since merely moving the locator 

can cause needle movement. However, in accordance with the present 

Invention, signal strength may be determined by changes in frequency 

of an audible signal supplied to the operator through, for example, 

earphones. This enables ah operator to detect small differences in 

signal strength and thus more easily find where the signal is strongest 

or weakest. 

Locating Modes Of Qoeration 

Receiver 200 provides three operating modes for locating or 

tracing concealed underground objects: a single antenna mode, a dual 

antenna mode, and a null mode. In the single antienna mode of 

operation, only (lower) horizontal antenna 502 (Figure 8) is utilized to 

detect the radiatied signal from the underground object to be traced. 

The signal from antenna 502 is processed through the channel A portion 

of receiver 200 and detected by a signal detector circuit comprised of 

precision rectifier 542 and signal averaging circuit 546. The output of 

this signal detector circuit combination is coupled through analog 

multiplexer 560 to A/D converter 562 and on to microcontroller 550. 

Microcontroller 550 scales the detected signal, transforms it to an 

appropriate signal for display, and provides the transformed signal to 

liquid-crystal display 230 (Figure 4). An operator then traces the 

underground object by observing the displayed signal. 
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In th dual antenna locating mode, the (upper) horizontal 

antenna 501 and (lower) antenna 502 are utilized. The signals from 

antennas 501 and 502 are coupled to differ nee circuit 511, which 

provides an output signal DIFFERENCE that Is the difference between 

the upper and lower antenna signals. The DIFFERENCE signal from 

circuit 511 is processed through the channel A portion of receiver 200, 

detected by the signal detector combination circuit comprised of 

precision rectifier 542 and signal averaging circuit 546, and coupled 

through A/D converter 562 to microcontroller 550. The detected signal 

is transformed and then displayed at liquid-crystal display 230. 

In the null locating mode of operation* (vertical) antenna 503 is 

utilized. When the axis of antenna 503 is physically oriented to point 

directly at the radiated signal source, the output signal from antenna 

503 is reduced to ''zero" or a null response, because the direction of the 

magnetic lines of flux are orthogonal to the axis of antenna 503. This 

null signal is coupled through channel A, detected by the 

above*described signal detector combination circuit, and then coupled 

to microcontroller 550, whereby an operator locates and traces the 

underground object by following the null (reduction in signal) as it is 

displayed at liquid-crystal display 230. 

In order to measure the depth of an underground object, the 

detected signals from both horizontal antennas 501 and. 502 are 

utilized. The ^gnal LOWER from antenna 502 is processed through the 

channel A circuitry, and the signal UPPER is processed through the 

channel B circuitry. The two signals are detected by the respective 

combination signal detectors comprised of precision rectifier 542 and 

signal averaging circuit 546 for channel A, and precision rectifier 544 

and signal averaging circuit 548 for channel B. Each detected signal is 

then coupled through A/D converter 562 to microcontroller 550. The 

depth of (i.e., the distance to) the radiatii^ signal source (underground 

object) is computed by microcontroller 550, by calculating the ratio of 

the signal from channel A relative to the signal from channel B. The 

ratio is multiplied by a correction coefficient, which compensates for 

gain error differences between channels A and B. The result is 

subtracted from "1" and the reciprocal is derived. This result is then 
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multlplied by a coefficient equal to the distanc between the axes of 

antennas 501 and 502. Thus* th distance to the underground object is 

d rived. 

Power Saving 

Instrument power wiu shut down following approximately ten 

minutes of no key activity by the operator. 

Power On Self Test 

vmenever power is applied, the instrument performs a 

comprehensive self-test sequence to insure operational fitness. [l.e., 

POST, Power-on Self Test] This test sequence requires approximately 

twelve seconds to complete. When a given test uncovers an error 

condition the operator is notified by an audio beep and the display of an 

error message. An error message consists of an error number in the 

format "Enn" on alphanumeric display 379 where "nn" is an error 

number from 00 to 99. Numeric display 378 contains a three digit 

module number. These two numbers in conjunction identify the error. 

The entire error message remains on the display until the operator 

clears it. The error is cleared by hitting any key except ON/OFF. For 

example, error code3 may be provided to Indicate a stuck key on the 

keyboard a RAM or ROM error, and deviations is the frequencies 

generated by the frequency synthesizer. 

Self-Integritv Testing 

At regular times during normal operation, the receiver performs 

various self-integrity tests. When a particular self-integrity test 

indicates an error condition, the operator is notified by an audio beep 

and the display of an error message. An error message consists of an 

error number In the format "Enn" on alphanumeric display 379 where 

"nn'' is an error number from 00 to 99. Numeric display 378 contains a 

three digit module number. These two numbers In conjunction Identify 

the error. The entire error message remains on the display until the 

operator clears it. The error is cleared by hitting any key except 

ON/OFF. 

Battery Power Status 

At regular intervals, the receiver tests the battery to insure 

proper operating voltage.  In the event a low voltage condition is 
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discovered, the operator is notified by means of an audio beep and the 

display of a low batt ry** message on the LCD for four seconds. The 

"low battery" messag consists of the legend "LOB" on alphanumeric 

display 379 and a flashing "9999" on numeric display 378. After four 

seconds the instrument resumes normal operation. 

Tool Beacon Roll Angle 

As described in the above-identified applications entitled "Angle 

Sensor For A SteeraUe Boring Tool" (Attorney Docket No. 0173.029579) 

and "Angle Sensor Using Thermal Conductivity For A Steerable Boring 

Tool" (Attorney Docket No. 0173.029578), the orientation of the angled 

blade of a drill bit of an underground boring tool determines the 

direction in which the boring tool will advance when it is thrust 

through the ground without rotation. Thus', in order to appropriately 

steer the boring tool In a particular direction, the orientation of the 

angled blade must be known accurately and presented to the operator. 

Underground boring tool beacons automatically transmit their current 

"roll" angle at predetermined periodic intervals. When the receiver is 

in the BEACON mode, the roll angle signal is received by the receiver 

and displayed on angle-display 389. 

The roU angle, as received, is quantized into sixteen parts and 

angle-display 389 consist of eight segments of 22,50 each. 

Figure 21 illustrates an angle display of the receiver in 

accordance with one embodiment of the invention. Angle display 800 

includes eight LCD segments 804-811. Each of the LCD segments 

804-811 includes a pointer 815. The pointers are fixed at O"*, 45*", 90**, 

etc. Each of the LCD segments 804-811 represents an interval of 45". 

Thus, display segment 804 indicates angles between -22.5** and +22.5**; 

display segment 805 between +22.5** and 67.5**,; etc. RoU angles which 

correspond to one of the eight pointer angles are indicated by lighting 

the corresponding segment. Thus, to indicate an angle of 45**, segment 

805 would be lit. The remaining eight intermediate angles are 

indicated by displaying the two adjacent principal angle segments. 

Thus, to indicate a roll angle of 22.5", LCD segments 804 and 805 are 

Uluminated. 
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It will be recognized that the above-described display is only one 

exampl of how the roll angle may be displayed and the invention is not 

limited in this respect. For example, a LCD digital readout of the roU 

angle may be provided. Additionally, a sixteen segment LCD may be 

utilized. A beep is sounded whenever receiver 300 receives an 

angle code from the underground boring tool. This audible indication 

provides a positive assurance to the operator that the receiver is in 

fact continuing to receive angle data from the underground boring tool. 

Control Keys 
AU control keys (with the exception of the ON/OFF. key) auto- 

repeat if the key is held in the depressed position. Holding a key 

depressed for more than 1 second causes the action invoked by that key 

to be repeated at a moderate rate. After 5 repetitions the repeat rate 

increases to its upper limit. This continues as long as the key remains 

depressed. The actual repeat rate varies from function to function. 

For example, the maximum repeat rate is higher when adjusting gain 

and lower when adjusting frequency. 

The Mode key sequentially steps through the six modes of the 

receiver. These comprise five operating modes — Power Mode. Active 

Mode, Beacon Mode, Radio - Wide Band Mode, and Radio - Narrow Band 

Mode — and a Setup Mode. 

The Function key sequentially steps through various functions in 

the selected mode. These functions are not identical from mode to 

mode, but certain of them are the same for aU operating modes. These 

include the Operating Function, which is always selected when a new 

operating mode is entered, the Antenna Function, which allows 

selection of an antenna configuration, and the Volume Function, which 

allows adjustment of speaker volume. 

The Up-arrow and Down-arrow keys are used to step through 

selections within functions and raise and lower adjustments such as 

receiver gain and speaker volume. 
the Depth key is used for measuring the depth of underground 

conductors or transmitters, and also for certain special functions. 
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More specifically, the functions that can be selected in the 

various modes are as follow. In the Active Mode, Beacon Mode, and 

Radio - Narrow Band Mode, the following functions are available: 

Operate Function 

Opmode Function 

Audio Function 

Frequency Function 

Variable Frequency Function 

Volume Function 

Recall Function 

Save Function 

tn the Power Mode and Radio - Wide Band Mode, the following 

functions are available: 

Operate Function 

Opmode Function 

Audio Function 

Volume Function 

Recall Function 

Save Function' 

In the Setup Mode, the following functions are available: 

Sensitivity Function 

Power Type Function 

Distance Units Function 

The operations performed by the arrow keys and depth key in 

the various functions, and the displays on the LCD, are described 

below. 

In the Operate function the alphanumeric display shows "OPR". 

The numeric display shows the received signal strength as a number, 

the signal'^trength bar graph indicates the signal strength as a bar, and 

the signal-gain bar graph indicates the gain setting as a bar. The up- 

arrow key increases signal gain and the down*arrow key decreases it. 

Pressing both arrow keys simultaneously sets the signal gain to a level 

that gives a signal strength display of 50% of full scale. Pressing the 

Depth key causes the alphanumeric display to show **DPT'* and the 
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numerie display to be blank. Then the depth of the signal source is 

computed and displayed on th numeric display. 

In the Opmod function, one of three flags on the right side of 

the LCD points to the active opmode (TWIN, PEAK, or NULL) at all 

times. When the receiver is set to the Opmode function, a 

corresponding three-letter mnemonic is also shown on the 

alphanumeric display. The numeric display shows the received signal 

strength as a number, the signal-strength bar graph indicates the signal 

strength as a bar, and the signal-gain bar graph indicates the gain 

setting as a bar. 
Pressing the Up-arrow key steps up through the opmodes in the 

foUowing order: NULL, PEAK and TWIN. Pressing the Down*arrow key 

steps through the modes in the reverse order. 

Pressing the Depth key computes and displays depth, as 

described for the Operating mode. 

In the Audio function, the operator can select one of three kinds 

of audible outputs that indicate signal strength. The first kind is 

indicated by the mnemonic AUA on the alphanumeric display. When 

AUA is selected, the operator hears whatever audio-frequency 

modulation may be present on the received signal. The second kind of 

audible output is indicated by the mnemonic AUF on the alphanumeric 

display. When AUF is selected, the operator hears a series of 

processor-synthesized clicks whose frequency is proportional to signal 

strength. The third kind of audible output is indicated by the 

mnemonic AUB on the alphanumeric display. When AUB is selected, 

the operator hears both the audio-frequency modulation and the clicks 

at the same time. The numeric display shows the audio volume as a 

number, the signal-strength bar graph indicates the signal strength as a 

bar, and the signal-gain bar graph indicates the gain setting as a bar. 

Pressing the Up-arrow key steps up through the three kinds of 

audible output in the following order: AUA, AUF and AUB. Pressing 

the Down-arrow key steps through the three kinds in the reverse order. 

Pressing the Depth key has no effect in this function. 

In the frequency function, the alphanumeric display shows one 

of four "frequency slot" mnemonics: FQl, FQ2, FQ3 or FQ4. The 
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numeric display shows the nominal frequency. Th signal-strength bar 

graph indicates th signal strength as a bar, and the signal-gain bar 

graph indicates the gain setting as a bar. 

Pressing the Up-arrow key steps up through the four frequency 

slots in the following order: FQl, FQ2, FQ3 and FQ4. Pressing the 

Down-arrow key steps through the four frequency slots in the reverse 

order. 

Pressing the Depth key has no effect in this function. 

In the variable frequency function, the alphanumeric display 

shows one of the four mnemonics VFl, VF2, VF3 or VF4. The number in 

the mnemonic is the same as the number of the frequency slot selected 

in the frequency function. The numeric display shows the nominal 

frequency selected for the selected frequency slot. The signal-strength 

bar graph indicates the signal strength as a bar, and the signal-gain bar 

graph indicates the gain setting as a bar. 

Pressing the Up-arrow key steps up through all permissible 

frequencies for the selected mode. Pressing the Down-arrow key steps 

down through all permissible frequencies. 

Pressing the Depth key has no effect in this function. 

In the volume function, the alphanumeric display shows the 

mnemonic VOL. The signal-gain bar graph indicates the volume 

setting. The numeric display shows the signal strength, and the signal- 

strength bar shows the signal strength as a bar. 

Pressing the Up-arrow key increases speaker volume. Pressing 

the Down-arrow key decreases speaker volume. Pressing both arrow 

keys simultaneously sets the speaker volume to a prescribed nominal 

setting. 

Pressing the Depth key has no effect in this function. 

In the recall function, the alphanumeric display shows the 

mnemonic RCL. The signal-strength bar graph indicates the signal 

strength as a bar, and the signal-gain bar graph indicates the gain 

setting as a bar. The numeric display shows the number of a 

configuration data set. Each of the operational modes [ACTIVE, 

BEACON, POWER, RADIO WB, and RADIO NB] has three configuration 
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data sets* which are stored In Electrically Erasabl and ProKrammable 

Read-Only M mory (EEPROM). 
. Th configuration data sets each comprise the following 

information for the corresponding mode: all internal gain control 

settings; the selected antenna mode; the selected audio operation mode 

[i.e. AM, FM, or AM/FMl; the four frequencies for the four frequency 

slots; and the most recently selected frequency slot. 

Pressing the Op-arrow key steps up through the three 

configuration data sets for the current mode. Pressing the Down-arrow 

key steps down through the data sets. 
Pressing the Depth key replaces the current configuration with 

the configuration in the selected data set. 
In the save function, the alphanumeric display shows the 

mnemonic SAV. The signal-strength bar graph indicates the signal 

strength as a bar, and the signal-gain bar graph indicates the gain 

setting as a bar. The numeric display shows the number of one of three 

configuration data sets for the current mode. 

Pressing the Up-arrow key steps up through the three 

configuration data sets for the current mode. Pressii^ the Down-arrow 

key steps down through the data sets. 

Pressing the Depth key stores the current configuration in 

EEPROM, replacing the previous data set. 

The operation of the receiver will be explained below with 

reference to Figures 22{A)-22(C). After power-up (STi), the 

initialization of timers (ST2), and the restoration of the previous 

transmitter configuration (ST3), the transmitter circuitry waits for an 

interrupt. If a keyboard interrupt is generated as at ST5, control passes 

to ST6 where the task is queued and control returns to ST4. If an SPI 

interupt is generated as at ST7, control passes to STB and the data is 

sent to the LCD. Control then returns to ST4. If an SCI interrupt is 

generated as at ST9, the data is read at STIO and control returns to 

ST4. If a real-time interrupt is generated as at STil, control passes to 

ST 12 where a determination is made as to whether the interrupt is 

from the system timers. If not, control passes to ST13 and the data is 
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obtalned from th A/D converter. Control then passes to ST14 where 

the data is queued for the LCD. Control then returns to ST4. 

If at ST12 an int rrupt is from the system timers, control passes 

to STlS. At ST15, the task is executed. For set-up mode (ST 16), power 

type function (ST17), distance units function (STlS), and sensitivity 

function (STlS) are executed. For error handling (ST20), the error code 

is displayed (ST21), and the LCD is cleared (ST23) after a keystroke is 

detected (ST23). For a battery test (ST24), the voltages are checked 

(ST25) and if an error is detected, the error code is detected (ST26). 

For a power on self-test (POST) (ST27), an error code is displayed U an 

error is detected (ST28). For an LCD update (ST29), the data is sent to 

the LCD (ST30). For monitoring the gain (ST31), a beep is sounded if 

the gain is out of the operating range (ST32). For other modes, the 

actions shown in Figure 22(C) are taken. 

The actions taken in Figure 22(C) will be described below. In 

operate mode, if no key is pressed, the signal strength is measured. If 

the mode key is pressed, the operate function is set. If the function 

key is pressed, the function is set. to Opmode. If the up-arrow key is 

pressed, the gain is raised 5% of full scale. If the down arrow key is 

pressed, the gain is lowered 5% of fuU scale. If the depth key is 

pressed, the depth is measured and displayed. If both the up and down 

arrow keys are pressed, the gain is set for 50% of signal strength. 

In Opmode, if no key is pressed, the signal strength is measured. 

If the mode key is pressed, the operate function is set. If the function 

key is pressed, the function is set to audio. If the up arrow key is 

' pressed, the next opmode is stepped to, i.e. Twin, Null, or Single. If the 

down arrow key is pressed, the previous opmode is stepped to. If the 

depth key is pressed, the depth is measured and displayed. If both the 

up and down arrows are pressed, no action is taken. 

In audio, if no key is pressed, the signal strength is measured. If 

the mode key is pressed, the operate function is set. If the function 

key is pressed, the function is set to frequency. If the up arrow key is 

pressed, the next audio option is stepped to, i.e. AM, FM, or both. If 

the down arrow key is pressed, the previous audio option is stepped to. 
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ir th depth key or both the up and down arrow keys ar pressed, no 

action Is tak n. 
In th frequency function, If no key is pressed, the signal 

str ngth is measured. If the mode key is pressed, the operat function 

is set. If the function key Is set, the function is set to variable 

frequency. If the up arrow key is pressed, the next frequency slot is 

stepped to, Le. FQl, FQ2, FQ3, or FQ4. If the down arrow key is 

pressed, the previous frequency slot is stepped to. If the depth key or 

both the up and down arrow keys are pressed, no action is taken. 

In the variable frequency function, if no key is pressed, the 

signal strength is measured. If the mode key is pressed, the operate 

function is set. If the function key is pressed, the function is set to 

volume. If the up arrow is pressed, the frequency is raised I kHz. If 

the down arrow key is pressed, the frequency is lowered 1 kHz. If the 

depth key or both the up and down arrow keys are pressed, no action is 

taken. 
In the volume function, if no key is pressed, the signal strength 

is measured. If the mocfe key is pressed, the operate function is set. If 

the function key is pressed, the function is set to Recall. If the up 

arrow key is pressed, the volume Is raised 5%. If the down arrow key is 

pressed, the volume is lowered 5%. If the depth key is pressed, no 

action is taken. If both the up arrow and the down arrow are pressed, 

the volume is set to 50% of the maximum volume. 

In the recall function, if no key is pressed, the signal strength is 

measured. If the mode key is pressed, the operate mode function is set. 

If the function key is pressed, the function is set to Save. If the up 

arrow is pressed, the the next slot index is stepped to, i.e. 1, 2, or 3. If 

the down arrow key is pressed, the slot index is lowered. If the depth 

key is pressed, the configurations are recalled from the selected slot. 

If boA the up arrow and down arrow keys are pressed, no action is 

taken. 

In the Save function, if no key is pressed, the signal strength is 

measured. If the mode key is pressed, the operate function is set. If 

the function key is pressed, the function is set to operate. If the up 

arrow key is pressed, the slot index is raised, i.e. I, 2, or 3. If the down 
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arrow key is pressed, the si t index Is lowered If th depth key is 

pressed, th configuration is saved in the selected slot. If both the up 

arrow and th down arrow are pressed, no action is taken. 

The distinctive appearance of th receiver, with its cut-out 

wand, illustrates the design dictum that form should fallow function. 

The innovation of putting a swivel between the operator console and 

the wand makes the receiver convenient to hold. The design and 

arrangement of the keys on the console makes it easy to operate the 

receiver single-handed. The consistent usage of the mode key, the 

function key within each mode, and of the arrow keys within each 

function, give a characteristic user-friendly quality to the interface 

between the operator and the receiver." This is aided by the wide 

variety of information presented on the unique LCD in an easily 

grasped format. 

What has been described here are the preferred embodiments of 

the present invention. Other embodiments will be apparent to one of 

ordinary skill in the ait. The present invention is not limited to the 

embodiments described hei^, but is only limited by the claims 

appended hereto. 
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CLAIMS 
1. A magnetic field detector for locating concealed 

underground objects, said magnetic field detector comprising: 

A h using comprising an upper housing portion and a 

lower housing portions- 

Receiving means disposed within said housing for 

receiving magnetic field signals from said concealed underground 

objects; and 

A swivel Joint coupling said upper housing portion and 

said lower housing portion to permit relative rotational motion there 

between, 
2. The magnetic field detector in accordance with Claim 1 

wherein said swivel Joint permits said upper and said lower housing 

portions to be rotated over a range from approximately -90 • to 

approidmately +90® relative to each other. 

3. The magnetic field detector in accordance with Claim 1 

wherein said upper housing portion includes a handle for holding said 

magnetic field detector. 

4. The magnetic field detector in accordance with Claim 1 

wherein said upper housing portion includes visual display means for 

visually displaying information. 

5. The magnetic field detector in accordance with Claim i 

wherein said receiving means is disposed within said lower housing 

portion. 
6. A locator transmitter for oiitputting a signal of a 

predetermined frequency suitable for tracing underground lines, said 

locator transmitter comprising: 

an antenna for radiating the signal; 

selecting means for selecting the predetermined frequency of 

said signal; and 

automatic tuning means coupled to said antenna and said 

selecting means for automatically tuning said antenna in response to a 

selected frequency. 
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7. A locator receiver for use by an operator in a system for 

detecting concealed underground objects, said locator receiver 

comprising: 

detecting means for detecting el ctromagnetic signals from a 

concealed underground object; 

voltage generating means coupled to said detecting means for 

generating a voltage proportional to the strength of the 

electromagnetic signals from said concealed underground object; 

pulse generating means coupled to said voltage generating means 

for generating a series of pulses whose frequency varies in accordance 

with the voltage generated by said voltage generating means; and 

sound generating means coupled to said pulse generating means 

for generating sound whose frequency is determined in accordance with 

the frequency of the pulses. 
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FIGURE H 
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FIGURE 5(a) 
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CONTINUATION SHEET. 

Vi. OBSERVMIOHS WHERE OHimf OP INVENTION IS LACKING 

I. Claims 1-5, drawn to a magnetic field detector with specific 
housing structure, classified in Class 324, subclass 345. 

II. Claim 6, drawn to a locator transmitter with automatic turning, 
classified in class 324, subclass 326. 

II. Claim 7, drawn to a locator receiver with sound generating 
means, classified in class 324, subclass 326. The above inventions 
lack unity under PCT Rule 13 since the transmitter and receiver 
could be mounted within a housing other than that of Group I and 
the transmitter and, receiver have utility independent of each 
other. 


